Feaster Gym Floor and Bleacher Replacement

GA Brown began pouring leveling compound last week, all sections have been poured except for two including the scorer table location. Mon Valley was onsite 8/27/14 to layout trenching for new conduit for the scorers table. GA Brown began demoing concrete floor for the conduit runs. Mon Valley was back on site starting 08/28/14 working to complete their electrical rough-in for the scorers table.

Installation of subfloor is expected to begin on 09/04/14 depending on progress of electrical work and leveling compound. Installation of gym floor will begin immediately following completion of subfloor. Once floor begins to be laid; it is very important that all pedestrian traffic be funneled from the second floor down for access to Weight Room and Training Facility. No one will be allowed on Gym when floor installation begins.

RCB Aerospace Center Gutter Replacement

Pre-bid for this project was held on 08/26/14. Tri-State Roofing and Mansuetto & Sons performed site inspections following the pre-bid. Scope of project includes removing EPDM flashing from existing stainless steel gutter seams. Soldering of gutter seams. Flashing coping seams. This work is due to frequent leaks from the gutters; the original design was flawed and seams are leaking.